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æquō was founded by Tarini Jindal Handa in 2022, as India’s first 
collectible design gallery. Under the vision of creative director Florence 
Louisy, the experimental project based in Mumbai introduces the world’s 
best designers to fine Indian craftsmanship, giving global importance to 
the country’s artisanal heritage.

PHILOSOPHY AND PROCESS : A space where three forces meet with 
equal intrigue: makers, designers and materials. æquō’s mission is 
to reshape the relationship between them, to reveal their value and 
potential. We thoughtfully create furniture and objects that emphasize 
this intersection. By inviting global minds to work locally, we adopt and 
create new lenses and unique languages to revisit Indian heritage. 

Contemporary designers encounter India’s diverse and profound 
techniques through æquō’s extensive network of artisans. These makers, 
who work with an astonishing sensibility toward our country’s varied 
raw materials, are placed in dialogue with designers to explore what 
happens when the familiar seeks the unknown. In this grand design 
adventure, we create unique collectible pieces. Each of them carries a 
story rooted in India, yearning to be told to the world at large.
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For its first anniversary show, æquō takes a new series of drawings 
by the French illustrator Boris Brucher, invited to investigate two iconic 
Indian techniques: the rare and precious metalwork of Bidri, seen 
in exceptional scale, and, in contrast, a collection of light, almost 
ephemeral, hand embroidered linen throws. Brucher has immersed 
himself in an imaginary landscape inspired by the Karnataka region 
in central India, which he depicts like an illustrated tale.

Boris Brucher is a multidisciplinary artist and designer. He studied 
at the Atelier de Sèvres before enrolling at the Design Academy 
Eindhoven. After working for Bureau Betak and Misha Kahn, he 
continued his career as an independent designer and illustrator. 
He is represented by Rossana Orlandi Gallery in Milan and Amelie 
Pichard in Paris. Boris’s work is fed by his fascination for photographic 
works of Eadweard Muybridge, and Edmund Teske. In his south of 
France studio, he developed his signature wrestlers series, exploring 
the formal interactions between bodies dancing, fighting and 
merging. Seeking for the shapes created by bodies when coming 
together and intertwining, creating new forms which could look like 
flowers or flesh. These bodies, merging with architecture and nature 
became the storytelling of his spontaneous drawings which caught 
æquō’s attention. As the alchemy between the place, the craft and 
people living there, the drawings narrate the tale of Bidar almost as 
a legend.
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The metal technique of bidri takes its name from the city of Bidar in Karnataka, India, where the 
craft was developed during the 17th century after arriving from Persia. Patronage by the Mughal 
empire, known for their sophisticated taste, created a tradition of masterpieces made with silver 
inlay. Later, the craft saw a revival after being featured in the Great Exhibition in London in 1851 
and the International Exhibition in Paris in 1855. Pieces from around this time exist in the collections 
of the V&A and the British Museum, while the rarer earlier examples are highly prized at auction.

The craftmanship consists in inlaying a pure silver or gold wire in an alloy of zinc and copper.
Cast, worked and oxidized in a deep black hue, the magic of this technique lies in the soil of Bidar. 
In contact with the engraved metal, the soil blackens the final piece instantly, showing off the silver 
inlay to perfection.
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Four majestic sculptural volumes engraved with pure silver stands like columns. When 
unfolded, the Pila panels reveal the specially commisioned drawings in all their glory. 

The free hand lines gleam from within the metal alloy oxidized in the mysterious earth 
of Bidar. They are scenes full of subtle storytelling: behind the bodies of Brucher’s 
signature wrestlers, there are references to the landscape and architecture of Bidar, as 
well as elements from the bidri process itself. Rivers and ruins can all be glimpsed in 
images charged with the same level of symbolism as Indian miniature paintings. The 
illustrations display Brucher’s research into the region and the craft; while the original 
works on paper make up part of the scenography, these are lines that were drawn to 
be hammered in silver. 

Commissioned and developed by æquō, the screens are exemplary both of the 
gallery’s collaborative process and of its ambition to create masterpieces of 
contemporary craftsmanship. The Pila screens are the work of mastercraftsman 
Mohammamed Abdul Rauf, whose Bidar-based workshop executed the historical silver 
inlay craft. Recently celebrated and credited with a revival of the technique, Rauf is 
considered to be one of only two mastercraftsmen in the art.
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Pila Screen 4PBB1 2022
Illustration : Boris Brucher  
Design: Florence Louisy
Material: Silver inlay on casted metal alloy 
Craftmanship: Bidriware - Bidar, Karnataka
Maximum Dimension (cm): H180 x W120
Edition: 3
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Pila Screen 4PBB2 2022
Illustration : Boris Brucher  
Design: Florence Louisy
Material: Silver inlay on casted metal alloy 
Craftmanship: Bidriware - Bidar, Karnataka
Maximum Dimension (cm): H180 x W120
Edition: 3
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Pila Screen 4PBB2 2022
Illustration : Boris Brucher  

Design: Florence Louisy
Material: Silver inlay on casted metal alloy 
Craftmanship: Bidriware - Bidar, Karnataka

Maximum Dimension (cm): H180 x W120
Edition: 3
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Pila Screen 4PBB2 2022
Illustration : Boris Brucher  

Design: Florence Louisy
Material: Silver inlay on casted metal alloy 
Craftmanship: Bidriware - Bidar, Karnataka

Maximum Dimension (cm): H180 x W120
Edition: 3
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Pila Screen 6PBB1 2022
Illustration : Boris Brucher  
Design: Florence Louisy
Material: Silver inlay on casted metal alloy 
Craftmanship: Bidriware - Bidar, Karnataka
Maximum Dimension (cm): H180 x W185
Edition: 3
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Pila Screen 6PBB1 2022
Illustration : Boris Brucher  
Design: Florence Louisy
Material: Silver inlay on casted metal alloy 
Craftmanship: Bidriware - Bidar, Karnataka
Maximum Dimension (cm): H180 x W185
Edition: 3
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Pila Screen 6PBB1 2022
Illustration : Boris Brucher  
Design: Florence Louisy
Material: Silver inlay on casted metal alloy 
Craftmanship: Bidriware - Bidar, Karnataka
Maximum Dimension (cm): H180 x W185
Edition: 3
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Pila Screen 6PBB2 2022
Illustration : Boris Brucher  
Design: Florence Louisy
Material: Silver inlay on casted metal alloy 
Craftmanship: Bidriware - Bidar, Karnataka
Maximum Dimension (cm): H180 x W185
Edition: 3
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In the second gallery space, an installation of white-on-white linens is suspended mid-air. Here, Brucher’s 
drawings come alive in tight French knots, embroidered in Mumbai. Where the knot is required, the stitch is 
created by passing the yarn through the base material. The left thumb and index finger are then used to hold 
the thread firmly in place. The thread is held steady in the left hand and the needle is twisted around it two or 
three times before the twists are gently pulled back around the needle. The tip of the needle is then rotated 
180 degrees and inserted at the back of the intended knot. Finally, the needle and thread are pulled through 
the fabric. The numbered edition embroideries are a reminder of æquō’s attitude towards democratic design.

Like the folds of the screens, the drapes of the fabric display Brucher’s work in parts. In this carefully 
considered set design, the textile works are sewn into ropes weighted with laterite bricks, the same stone 
used for the construction of Bidar Fort. The Karnataka connection is the poetry that ties one room to another in 
Brucher’s handmade show that fuses art, design and craftsmanship.

The embroidered fabrics subtly reveal each drawing from Boris Brucher’s series. His flowing lines embrace 
the linen surface on both sides. These pieces are throws, thoughtfully designed in the image of Brucher who 
appreciates the nonchalant yet precious side of these embroidered pieces. Letting their use run wild... 
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Embroidered Throw 
Illustration : Boris Brucher
Material: Linen, silk yarn
French knots embroidery, Mumbai
Dimensions (cm): L170 x W127 
Numbered Edition 
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Series of drawings for embroidered linen. 
Boris Brucher for æquō, 2022.
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æquō Gallery 
1st Floor, Devidas Mansion
Boman Behram Marg, Colaba, Mumbai

aequo.in
enquire@aequo.in

instagram @__aequo__


